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if
containing y.

Abstract—this paper investigates the properties of convergence and sequentially compact for the generalized concepts
–I-convergent and I -sequentially compact. We extend Cartesian
product properties of convergence to I-convergence. Further,
we develop some properties of -sequential compactness of a
topologicalspace.

, for every open set U

II. I-CONVERGENT SEQUENCE
Definition II.1. [4] Let (X, τ ) be a topological space. A
sequence {xn}is said to be I-convergent to an element
if for every non-empty open neighborhood U
containing x0,

Keywords: Ideal,I-convergentsequence,I-clusterpoint,
I-sequentially compactspace.

Here, is called an I-limit of the sequence
denote as x0 = I-lim xn.

I. INTRODUCTION
Convergent sequence in real numbers has been extended
to statistical convergent separately by two different authors
Fast[6] and Schoenberg [10]. Convergent sequenceimplies
statisticallyconvergent.Butastatisticallyconvergentsequenc
e need not be a convergent sequence. In general,
statistically convergent sequences hold most of the
properties of ordinary convergent sequences in
metricspaces.

and

Theorem II.2. In a Cartesian product space X × Y ,
{(xn, yn)} is a sequence of X × Y I-converges to (x, y)
X × Y iff {xn} is a sequence in X I-converges to x X
and {yn} is a sequence in Y I-converges to y Y .

I-convergence of real sequences [7], [8] is a generalized
concept of statistical convergence which is totally based on
the structure of the ideal of subsets of the set of all
natural numbers. In the recent literature, several workson
I- convergenceincludingremarkablecontributionsbyŠalátet
al. have occurred [2], [5], [7], [8], [3], [9]. I-convergence
will become ordinary convergence if
anditwillbecomestatistical
convergenceif
where
We recapitulate the following definitions.
IfXisanon-emptyset,thenafamilyofsetsI 2Xiscalled an
idealif
1) I1 ,I2 IimpliesI1∪I2 Iand
2) I1 I, I2 I1 implies I2 I.
Theideal I is called nontrivialif I is singletonsethaving
as an element and X is not an element of I.Anon-trivial ideal
I is called admissibleif it containsallfinitesubsets of X.
Several
examples
of
non-trivialadmissibleidealisgivenin[8].Throughoutthispape
r,weconsider I asanon-trivial ideal of , the set of all
natural numbers and (X, τ) denotes the topological space.

Proof. Suppose {(xn, yn)}is a sequence in
which is
I-convergent to
Let Ube a open
neighborhood of xand Vbe a open neighborhood of y.Then
U×Vis the open neighborhood of (x, y).Since {(xn, yn)} is
sequence I-convergent to (x, y), {n
: (xn, yn) U
× V } I. Also,{n N : xn U } ⊆ {n N : (xn, yn) U
× V }. Bythedefinitionofideal,{n :xn U} I.Similarly,
we can obtain {n
: yn V } I. Therefore, {xn} is
I-convergent to x in X and {yn} is I-convergent to y in Y.
Conversely, suppose that
is I-convergent
to
and
is I-convergent to y in Y . Let Gbe
an open set containing an element (x, y). Since
B = {U × V : U
τX, V
τY} is a basisfor
X×Y,thereexistsUx τXandVy τY,suchthat (x, y) Ux×
Vy⊆ G. Since Uxis open set in Xand containing an
element x,
Since Vyis open set
in Y and containing an element y,
{n N : yn Vy} I. Then {n N : (xn, yn) Ux× Vy} =
{n N : xn Ux} ∪ {n N : yn Vy}.
Thisimplies,{n N:(xn,yn) Ux×Vy} I.Therefore,{(xn, yn)}
is I-convergent to (x, y) X × Y .
TheoremII.3.Let(X,τ)beatopologicalspacewhichisfirst
countable.IfeveryI-convergentsequencehasexactlyoneI
limit,thenXisHausdorff,hereImustbeanadmissibleideal.

Also {xn}denote a sequence of elements of a topological
space X. An element
is called an I-cluster point of
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Proof. Let
and
. To prove X is
Hausdorff, we have to find
such that,
and
As X being first
countable, we can find countable localbase for x andy.
Let
and
bethecountablelocalbaseforxandyrespectively.Defi
ne
Bi(x)=U1 ∩U2 ∩···∩UiandGi(y)=V1 ∩V2 ∩···∩Vi,i
.
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Clearly,Bi(x)andGi(y)areopensetssuchthatx Bi(x)
andy Gi(y).Also,Bj (x)⊆ UiandGj (y)⊆ Vi ,forevery i
≤j.
SupposeBi(x)∩Gi(y)=φ,forsomei.ThenBi(x)andGi(y)
are disjoint open sets such that x Bi(x) and y Gi(y).
Suppose Bi(x)∩Gi(y) φ, for any i. Then choose an
element xi Bi(x) ∩ Gi(y), i
. This yields a sequence,
say {xn}. Now, we claim that, {xn} I-converges to x and y.
Let U be any open set with x U . Since Bxis a countable
base at x, there exists Un Bxsuch that Un⊆ U . Then Bj(x)
⊆ Un⊆ U
,
∀n
≤
j.
This
implies,
xj Bj (x)⊆ Un⊆ U,∀ n≤j.Therefore,xj U,∀ j≥n. Then, {n
N : xn U } ⊆ {1, 2, · · · , n − 1}. Since I is admissible,
{n N : xn U } I. Therefore, {xn} I-converges to x. Let
V be any open set with y V .Since Byis a countable base
at
y,
there
exists
Vn
Bysuch
that
Vn⊆ V.ThenGj (y)⊆ Vn⊆ V,∀ n≤j.Thisimplies,xj Gj (y)⊆
Vn⊆ V,∀ n≤j.Therefore,xj V,∀ j≥n.Then,
{n N:xn
V}⊆ {1,2,···,n−1}.Iisadmissibleimplies{n N:xn V} I.Therefore,{xn}isI-convergent to y.
Thus, {xn} I-converges to x and y. ⇒ ⇐ as here every
I-convergent sequence has unique I-limit. Therefore,
Bi(x) ∩ Gi(y) = φ and so X isHausdorff.
III. I-SEQUENTIALLY COMPACT SPACES
In this section, we give some of the properties of Isequentially compact spaces[1].
Theorem III.1. The image of a I-sequentially compact
spaces under the continuous map is also I-sequentially
compact.
Proof. Letf : X →Y be a continuous map and X be a
I-sequentially compact space. We have to
showhatf(X)isanI-sequentiallycompactspace.Let
{f(xn )}beanyarbitrarysequenceinf(X).SinceXis
I-sequentiallycompact,{xn }hasanI-clusterpoint,sayx.Let
Vbeanopensetsuchthatf(x) Vand{f(xn )}beasequenceinf
(X).Sincefiscontinuous,thereexistsanopen
set
U
containing x such that U ⊆ f−1(V ).
Then {n N : xn U } ⊆ {n N : xn f −1(V )}. Since
U is an open set such that x U and x is an I- cluster
pointof {xn}, {n N : xn U } I. We know that in an
ideal I, if I1 ⊆ I2 and I1 I, then I2 I. Then {n N :
xn f −1 (V )} I. This impliesthat,
. Therefore, f (x) is an
I-cluster
pointofthesequence{f(xn)}.Thus,f(X)isI -sequentiall
y compact.

isnotanaccumulationpointofY.Thenthere exists an open
set V such that
and
Then
is open. This implies,
Therefore,
⇒⇐ as here we assume I is an
non-trivial ideal. Thus y is an accumulation point of Y
and so that
In both the cases,
. Therefore, y
is an I-cluster point of the sequence
in Hence Y is
I-sequentially compact.
Lemma III.3. Let
and
be any two
completely regular space such that
If I is an
admissible ideal, then the limit of the convergent
sequence in
and the I-cluster point of that
sequence in
are same.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that is the limit point
ofthe convergent sequence { n} in (X, τ2 ) and y is the
I-cluster point of { n} in (X, τ1), x =y.
Weknowthat,acompletelyregularspaceimpliesHausdorff
space.SinceXisacompletelyregularspace,thereexistsopen
sets Ux and Uy such that
and
in X.Since
, there exists n0
such
that
∀
Then
since I is
admissible. ⇒⇐ as y is an I-cluster point (That is,
Therefore, the limit of the
convergent sequence in
and the I-cluster point of
that sequence in
are same.
Theorem III.4. Let (X, τ1) and (X, τ2) be any two topological space such that
1) τ1⊇τ2
2) τ1is I-sequentiallycompact, I is an admissibleideal
3) τ2 is completely regular and singleton sets are Gδ-sets
then τ1 = τ2.
Proof. Suppose V is a subset of X such that V τ2. Then
V is non-empty and so there exists a point v V such that
Visnotaneighborhoodofv.
As τ2 is completely regular and singleton sets are
Gδ-sets,there is a continuous function g : (X, τ2) → R such
that g−1(0) = {v}. Since V is not a neighborhood of v, for each
n
, the set
V.Thus, foreach

and
. Then
As τ1 is I-sequentially compact, {xn} has an I-cluster
point y(say). By Theorem III.1, {g(xn)} has an I-cluster
point g(y). Then by Lemma III.3, g(y) = 0. This implies
that y = v. Therefore, {xn} has an I-cluster point v in (X,
τ1).

Theorem III.2. Any closed subset of a I-sequentially
compact space is I-sequentially compact.
Proof. Suppose Y is a closed subset of a I-sequentially
compactspaceX.Let{yn }beanyarbitrarysequenceinY.
Wehavetoprovethat{yn }hasanI-clusterpointinY.SinceX
isI-sequentially compact and
,
has an I cluster point, say y. Then, for every open set U with
Now we claim that
.
Then we have to consider the following two cases :
Case 1.Supposey
yn.
Since{yn} is a sequence in Y,
.
Case 2.Supposey {yn}.
Yis closed in X implies Y has all its accumulation points.
Wehavetoprovethatyisanaccumulationpoint.Supposey
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is not wholly contained in
, there is apoint
suchthat

As

for all n and
neighborhood of v. Thus
that
Hence

V is not a
and this implies

Theorem III.5. If I1 ⊆ I2 and if X is an
I2-sequentiallycompactspace,thenXisanI1-sequentiall
{
}
ycompactspace.
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Proof.Let{ n}beanysequenceinaI2-sequentiallycompact
space X. To prove X is I1-sequentially compact, it
isenough to prove that { n} has an I1-cluster point. Since
X is an I2-sequentially compact space and {xn } is a
sequence inX,{ n}has an I2-cluster point, say x. Then,
for
every
open
setUsuchthatx U,{n N: n U} I2 .SinceI1⊆I2 ,{n N:xn
U} I1 .Therefore, { n}hasanI1-clusterpoint . Thus, X is
I1-sequentiallycompact.
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